
MUSICAL 
 
All organic matter together explains and administers the material conditions required 
for life, so that Earth resembles a giant, self-regulating organism, anti-humanist in 
nature, seaming something more useful than, say, accurate, as reification of Organism 
presents plausible paths toward the mass of acceptance in thought requiring 
transcendence of an Abrahamic individualism woven into global consumption of 
humankind’s present state of environmental precarity     
  
All frameworks attempting to define Organism, positing life and its features as emerging 
in spontaneous increments out of random, increasingly complex patterns of 
organization, the appearance of life and its features antithetical to the mechanistic, 
Newtonian explanation of life as product of linear causes and effects, the conditions 
underlying biological phenomena demanding a philosophical upheaval in the way 
governments choose to not regulate environmental pollutants   
 
All categories of religion in the fields of anthropology in which humans animate their 
world by projecting psychological experience onto nature, pre-Socratic schools of 
Hylozoism, the cosmology of the South American Yanomamao, philosophy of Spinoza, 
fundamentally derisive, coaxial with Primitivism, delivered from on high, those places 
most responsible for their planet’s environmental desecreation, sensibilities worth 
revisiting on paths toward the inevitable environmental justice  
 
All deep ecologies explaining the ideological predicament of the West, where nature is 
there for the betterment or to the detriment of humans, rendering more palatable the 
decentering of self that it is, as the concept is repurposed, or revised, but not discarded  
  



c. AGING IN AMERICA 
 
Angel axe ape beat 
beatnik beakel blow your jets 
bread bugged beatsville swingsville 
blast the edison ben brummel 
 
Barrelsville cat cool 
crazy cube chick  
chicken plucked chicken cover 
made with cover  
 
Cheap creep cave can the lip 
cyclops cool it crazy quilt  
to “cherry tree” dad daddy-o 
dullsville 
 
Dig dummy up dildoz 
end the face freebee 
flat fuzz fall in fall on 
fall out far out  
 
Flick goat groove a  
groovie a, gas a 
gone ginchiest galaxy 
germsville 
 
Gooney roost george change  
graveyard hip hipster hootenanny 
hairy, to feel handcuffs 
head shrinker high to be 
 
Hen house hustling hershey 
horn the ivy an ivy tower 
iron pile up hot iron 
iicckk jazz jazzing 
 
Juiced juicehead juiceman 
jambakers jokerman johns 
long johns 
kick sticks 
 
Kings jive kookie knuckles 
to the creep lama 



the later leathers large charge 
mazda, a moo juice  
 
Moo goo make to moss moss 
a mickey mouse, a murgatroid 
monkey ruin muscle cats 
nadaville 
 
Orbs ol’st the beatnik 
off the wall pad  
pick up on  
pucker palace rags 
 
Rio, short trips 
to rod, hot or cool 
rod, fuzz real  
wild thrill 
 
Swing, -ing 
swings like sixteen shades a 
short, swings in squaresville  
squaresville iron squaresville peep 
 
Stable stable the iron  
solo flight snagged stag shake it soco 
sides squatchel turn up the stereo  
tournequet twin trees thrill pills 
 
Tough tough toenails  
tuned in, thin, a thick vitamin village 
washington a words a way out 
wild now like wail to 
 
Whistleburg 
wastedland



A FINE BRICK STRUCTURE’S INNOCENT VICTIM  
 
It stood for half a century 
looking south.  Don’t feel bad if it never knew 
those born and raised there today 
barely recognize it. 
 
I played around there  
when I was a kid 
it said, my family owned 
the restaurant.  It was great down there  
 
the people were all friendly  
a little city within a city 
never locking its doors. 
If it got sick 
 
neighbors did the laundry.  Boats  
passed on their way.  The red brick building  
still standing on the northeast corner  
began its first bank. 
 
A fine brick structure  
was raised around there, across the street 
it said, from the restaurant. 
People from all over 
 
came to eat.  The food was good  
they packed it in on weekends. 
A lot of prominent residents in those days  
the legendary boxer  
 
many from the north end  
judges and dentists  
used to come there and eat 
a lot of lawyers too. 
 
There weren’t many like it then 
it said, there’s a million now so 
it must have been good 
among the many businesses 
 
the barbershop, the plumbing 
the two grocery stores, the meat market 



the shoe store, hardware, the other barbershop  
the furniture store, the bar and a club 
 
fresh clams on a stand  
around the corner from the restaurant. 
We used to play in the street 
it said, in the park in the middle  
 
of the street, no chain link fence  
around it, I think, it was weird then 
it said, a small park along the canal 
some played ball there 
 
it said, most of the food came from trucks  
not boats, coming and going 
all day, everyone was able 
to hit from both sides of the plate  
 
it said, essential to be left-handed  
because the ball would land in the canal  
otherwise, and we only had one ball, it said 
safety was never an issue reflecting its faces 
 
and bruised hands, we’d wait on the lift bridge  
for balls to float by.  It had a  
small net.  It also put a rim for ball 
on the electrical pole.  Safety  
 
was never an issue.  Fire and police  
right down the street.  Where the art gallery  
is today.  A cop used to come down here 
it said, walk its beat each night 
 
I couldn’t tell you his name, it said 
everyone here went to church  
which is still standing, the priest would come  
from down the street  
 
to talk to the guys one day it said 
I didn’t seen you in church  
next time I’m dragging you myself 
out of bed, it was a nice guy 
 
it said, used to buy the kids 



bats and balls and footballs  
and tools for the nuns, we made our own fun 
and went to church  
 
there were many prominent families  
it looks all different today  
everyone knew everyone back then  
today it’s all gone and no one knows anything 
 
I really miss it 
it said, with most families not moving on 
and growing, something happened 
and they tore it down  
 



DR. SEUSS 
 
introduction to marxism or  
why socialism, the principles of communism or  
the communist manifesto, reform or revolution or  
liberalism, a counter-history, letter from birmingham jail or  
how non-violence protects the state, on practice or  
on contradiction, the abc of communism or  
the capitalistic social order, the abc of communism or  
the development of the capitalistic social order, the abc of communism or  
the dictatorship of the proletariat, debt or  
the first five thousand years, mutual aid or  
a factor of evolution, the democrats or  
an uncritical history, the autobiography or  
the biography, settlers or  
the conquest of bread  
 


